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Lack of reliance on mining to benefit KwaZulu-Natal longer term
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KwaZulu-Natal’s economy did not benefit from the same bounce-back in mining production as most of the inland
provinces, and this affected the province’s short-term growth in recent months. Going forward, the lack of reliance
on mining will most likely benefit the provincial economy.
The latest KwaZulu-Natal barometer, as compiled by Mike Schussler of Economists.co.za, increased by 7.1% yearon-year, but was negative on a month-on-month and quarter-on-quarter basis. The KwaZulu-Natal growth index
increased by 6.6% year-on-year in July, and was 17.1% up from three years ago, but was also negative on a
month-on-month basis and stayed unchanged on a quarter-on-quarter basis.
Small gains for mining index
Mining contributes only 1.65% to the KwaZulu-Natal economy and consists mostly of coal. This meant that
KwaZulu-Natal’s economy did not see the same benefit as platinum and gold mining provinces when production
increased over the last quarter. In fact, if mining was omitted in the second quarter of the country’s GDP, growth
would have been only 1.7% instead of 3.2%.
The KwaZulu-Natal mining index grew by 3.4% year-on-year and only 1% on a quarter-on-quarter basis. Given the
violence and work stoppages at gold and platinum mines following the massacre at Lonmin’s Marikana mine,
mining countrywide will have a much more subdued third quarter. Because of the small contribution the sector
makes to the KwaZulu-Natal economy, the effect will not nearly be as harsh as in some inland provinces.
Bleak short-term outlook for manufacturing
The performance of the KwaZulu-Natal manufacturing sector is still somewhat concerning and, although the
manufacturing index improved somewhat in July, another slowdown or even a few months of negative year-on-year
growth is still possible. However, the fact that KwaZulu-Natal’s manufacturing sector is not as closely connected
with mining as some other provinces, might again be a saving grace.
The manufacturing index grew by 2.2% year-on-year after growing by less than 1% in the preceding two months.

This is better than the average year-on-year manufacturing growth for the country. Month-on-month the index
turned slightly positive after three months of decline and quarter-on-quarter the index declined by only 1.9%
compared to the previous month’s decline of 3.5%.
Electricity usage still limited
Both mining and manufacturing are major electricity users. The electricity index in KwaZulu-Natal was down 7.5%
year-on-year, 5.3% quarter-on-quarter and 0.1% month-on-month. However, the decline in electricity usage is
rather driven by steep price increases than low activity levels in this high-usage sector.
Trade index future bullish
The KwaZulu-Natal trade index grew by 7.8% year-on-year and although it turned slightly negative, with 0.9% on a
quarter-on-quarter basis, it is not expected to stay negative for too long.
A delay in petrol purchases in anticipation of more price drops was one of the reasons for the short-term decline in
the index. Petrol sales was more than 12% down from three months ago and fell by 3.6% year-on-year after it still
grew by 2.1% the month before. In contrast, KwaZulu-Natal was the province with the strongest growth in vehicles
sales: 33.3%.
Hotel and restaurant business was down 6.8% from a year ago and retail sales was up only 3.9%, mainly thanks to
clothing sales, general retail sales and hardware sales.
Wholesale sales still grew by double digits year-on-year, but because some coal miners have not been paid by
Chinese buyers, wholesale sales numbers might be slightly more negative than is currently reflected.
Agriculture on the up
Agriculture in KwaZulu-Natal is starting to improve somewhat because of higher commodity prices, which will
eventually lead to a turnaround in agriculture. The agriculture index was still negative year-on-year and month-onmonth, but grew by 0.2% quarter-on-quarter.
KZN construction yet to see comeback
The construction sector is making a comeback in some provinces, with growth of up to 10% or 20%. In other
provinces, like KwaZulu-Natal, it declined by these rates. The KwaZulu-Natal construction index declined by 10.9%
year-on-year, the same as the previous month. However, month-on-month construction grew by 1.6% and quarteron-quarter the index shot up by 12.3%.
Finance, real estate and business services’ decline slowing
The financial, real estate and business services index was still declining year-on-year, but the 2.9% decline was the
slowest in eight months. This was mainly due to a 29.4% decline in civil debt judgements, which meant less work
for lawyers. Despite the continued fall in the construction sector, property transfers still grew by 7.1% year-on-year
and new mortgages were unchanged from a year ago.
Growth slowing for transport and communication
After months of strong growth, the KwaZulu-Natal transport and communication index seems to be taking a bit of a
breather. The index’s year-on-year growth of 13.3% was the strongest in more than a year, but month-on-month
the index declined by 2.7% and quarter-on-quarter it was down 3.6%.
The transport sector have been driven by growth in the rest of Southern Africa over the last year, and while this
growth does not seem to be exhausted yet, the effects of the South African domestic slowdown is starting to
become clear in the transport sector.
Communication was up 22.6% for the whole country, the strongest growth in more than a year. However, it is not
clear for how long communication can still grow by double digits and a slight slowdown in activity in this sector is
very likely.
Government spending down on last month
National, provincial and municipal government spending in KwaZulu-Natal made quite a comeback. The
government index grew by 17.8% year-on-year after it grew by only 1.2% merely four months ago. However,
month-on-month the government index declined by 2% and quarter-on-quarter it was only 0.5% up, which might
indicated government spending was a bit overdone last month.
While government spending did not contribute much to the 0% with which the KwaZulu-Natal economy grew
quarter-on-quarter, it did contribute significantly to the year-on-year growth in the province’s economy.

Stress index continuing its decline
The KwaZulu-Natal barometer grew more than the province’s growth index thanks to economic stress continuing its
decline. The KwaZulu-Natal stress index was down 0.4% year-on-year after it was neutral the previous month and
increased the months before that. Month-on-month the stress index was 0.1% down and it was unchanged on a
quarter-on-quarter basis.
The stress index reflects negative factors like inflation, unemployment and interest rates. Inflation in the province is
on the decline, unemployment is only slightly up and the recent reduction in the prime interest rate by the Reserve
Bank will lower economic stress in coming months. This will in turn help to support the trade index, which is
dependent on the consumer.
Results Table:

% change

Main and sub indices of Kwazulu-Natal Barometer
Agriculture Index
Mining Index
Manufacturing Index
Electricity Index
Construction Index
Transport Index
Trade Index
Government
Finance, Real Estate and Business Services Index
Kwa-Zulu Natal Growth Index
Kwa-Zulu Natal Stress Index
Kwa-Zulu Natal Barometer

% Change on a
year ago
-2.5%
3.4%
2.2%
-7.5%
-10.9%
13.3%
7.8%
17.8%
-2.9%
6.6%
-0.4%
7.1%

% Change on a % Change on a on 3 years
ago
month ago
Quarter ago
-0.8%
0.2%
-6.7%
0.0%
1.0%
3.1%
0.2%
-1.9%
10.0%
-0.1%
-5.3%
-7.0%
1.6%
12.3%
-38.7%
-2.7%
-3.6%
34.3%
0.1%
-0.9%
21.0%
-2.0%
0.5%
40.3%
0.4%
0.6%
0.5%
-0.9%
-1.1%
17.1%
-0.1%
0.0%
-3.8%
-0.8%
-1.1%
21.7%

